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Personal blog post by Sam: "In essence, Jeremy Griffith's explanation of
the human condition is allowing me to connect to the fact there is another
world, a world beyond our human condition which buries so many of the
most fundamental and wonderful truths about ourselves, our world and
our true meaning and place within it...Without the benefit of Jeremy’s
insights I would have had a superficial and generally diminishing view of
the #Dreamtime as a bunch of abstract, imaginative stories of how man,
animals and the land were created. Now I get a small sense of how
extraordinarily sensitive and connected #aboriginal races were to the land
and surrounds in their natural state…"
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Another World
Applying Jeremy Griffith’s all-encompassing understanding of the human
condition allows me to decipher the ‘truths’ embedded in Ainslie Roberts’
paintings.
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Top CommentsAmanda Purdy, Connor FitzGerald, Nick Shaw and 9 others like
this.

1 share

Sam Akritidis Great piece! I thoroughly enjoyed it. I totally agree. This new
dimension of meaning and explanation that we can access thanks to the
solidarity of Jeremy Griffiths complete package of scientific insight is simply
breathtaking. Not a moment of life is ever without understandable significance
once all the available knowledge behind the human condition is grasped by an
individual. Now that its available to us all, I sincerely believe that inspired pieces
like this will contribute to building our momentum out of the alienated
condition that is presently engulfing our society and fuelling our upset.
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Laurie Patel i soooooo enjoyed this!
August 11 at 11:59pm
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